ANNUCING
3 degrees of figure control...
IN ONE SLEEK FOUNDATION

Tri-flex
BY CARTER
$9.00

GRATIFYING TO YOUR ARCS.
GLORIFYING TO YOUR FEET

Gratifying really only half expresses the thrill you get the first time you walk in Florsheim Shoes with Female Arch . . . the first time you experience the overwhelming support that bends with the arch when your foot bends . . . braces against the arch when your foot rests. And glorifying is no exaggeration of what Florsheim style does for your feet.

$8.75 ... $10.00

FLORSHEIM
Shoe Salon for Women
Southeast Corner Washington & Wabash
(Tribune Block)

WHERE THE JOE LOUISES LIVE
Living quarters in the fine room flat at 60 East 47th street occupied by the pulpist and his bride, the former Maria Trotter.

THE END OF A TRAGEDY OF THE SEA—All hands were lost when this fishing bawler went on the rocks near Brighlington, England. The men visible at the bottom of the picture were rescuing one of the bodies.

(Chicago Tribune, London Bureau)

TH-CAMBRIDGE
AMBRÖSIA
the pore-deep cleanser
Antiseptic
Prevents Pimplles
Cleanses Fume-Deep
Clears Up Blackheads
Refreshes as a Sea-Breeze
Tones Sallow Skin

AMBRÖSIA: the same minute bacteri. 700 of all drug and druggist stores. Stews and over the counter.

FLYING MOLDE
STYLISH SETTINGS FOR SMART WEDDINGS

Hotel Moreland
388 West street at the Lang Plaza 1108

YOUTH-MOLDE
YOU'VE NEVER SEEN SHOES LIKE THESE IN YOUR LIFE
Dye-back in color. SOFT as your hand. Very soft.

YOUTH-MOLDE HEAD BAND and OVAL STRAP RESTORES YOUTHFUL CONTOUR
Styling without strain. Dye-back in color. Styling without strain.